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Adeline and Albert lived in a big tree. The squirrels 
were born in a nest built on a strong branch. 
No wind could break it, no rain could ruin it. The 
sun didn’t burn because of the generous leaves that 
felt like an umbrella, and it wasn’t so cold in winter. 
It was the perfect home, said mom, and the squirrels 
loved it.



But what the squirrels loved the most, was going to school. Every day, 
except for the weekends, of course, the two siblings got down from 
their tree, and walked to school. The forest had a wonderful school. 
Behind a giant fallen tree, they used a rock as a blackboard, and the 
teacher wrote every lesson with charcoal. ABC and all the letters were 
written on the rock. That’s how the squirrels learned to read and write. 
One acorn plus three acorns, four acorns. That’s how they learned 
basics of math. “The acorns fall from the tree because of the Law of 
Gravity” said the teacher. That’s how they learned science. Every day, 
something new. They loved it.  
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But one day, a raccoon arrived to the 
school and brought news that surprised 
the forest. Something was happening. 
There were lots of precautions everybody 
needed to take to stay healthy.



But there was something else. The school classes at the 
giant fallen tree were canceled, to keep the community 
safe.  “So, will we have a long vacation?” asked a tiny 
squirrel, thinking about going skiing.  
“No” replied the teacher, very serious. “It’s not a vacation. 
You will not come to school, but you will study at home. 
You will keep learning from your tree, at home, and we 
will do our best to help you and make everything go well.”
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Adeline and Albert ran back to their tree and told 
mom everything. She already had heard about it, and 
was getting ready for what they called “distance 
learning.” Mom was a very active squirrel, and while 
she was collecting acorns, she found a flat piece of 
wood, perfect for a mini blackboard. She also saw 
charcoal, and brought both things up to the tree nest. 
“My dear children, we will work together and I will 
help you with your lessons” mom said. 
The little squirrels smiled.



The teacher had written, in big leaves, lessons about science, 
language, history, math, physical education, arts and more. She 
left the lessons outside the giant fallen tree, so the families could 
pick them up once a week. “My dear squirrels, you have to study 
the lessons and do the homework” mom said to Adeline and 
Albert, after she came back from the school, with lots of leaves 
with lessons for them. “These are special times, and we have to 
make a big effort and do the best we can. It’s very important!”        
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When the squirrels were studying up on the tree, 
sometimes it was hard to concentrate. They saw their 
friend the parrot fly nearby and said hello. 
The raccoons walked by and also waved to Adeline and 
Albert. The music from an old radio in a cabin not too 
far reminded them of their birthday party last year. 
“Do you remember how much we all danced?” Albert 
asked.  It was fun! “But now we have to study. I hope 
you remember that too, my dear squirrels!” mom said 
with a sweet expression.



“What do we do when we feel like jumping on branches and 
hiding acorns, instead of studying, mom?” asked Adeline. “Or if we 
want to race the rabbits, and race the ducks, discover new trees and 
climb branch after branch… what do we do, mom?” Albert asked. 
Mom thought about what to say. It had to be good. “When we 
understand that what we are doing is important, but start to feel 
distracted, we have to make an effort to focus, pay attention to what 
we are doing and stay with it. No racing rabbits, no ducks, no new 
trees. Not yet. Put it all away until you complete the task” mom told 
them. “Focus, and complete the task!”         
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“We heard that at school” Adeline said. “It means, pay attention to one 
thing and finish the work. Don’t just start it. Be responsible” mom 
explained. “So, all that means focus and complete the task…?” asked 
Albert. “Yes, my dear! And you can get used to concentrating and do it 
not just for school, but for everything in life. It may take effort, but you 
can do it!” mom said with a big squirrel smile.   And she wasn’t the only 
one talking about paying attention. In a house near the forest, that was 
exactly what mom was saying to her two children. They were studying 
and doing work with the lessons they got from a class through internet, 
using their computers, and also, using packets with printed pages that 
their own school had prepared for them. Their mom was helping them as 
well!



“Education will help you forever. Pay attention and learn. Use time in a 
productive way and use the opportunities” mom told Adeline and Albert. 
“Mom, you sound like an encyclopedia” Albert said. They all laughed. “But 
it all makes sense, mom. I get it now. I will do my best to focus and study 
and finish all the homework. Thank you, mom” Adeline said. Just then 
they saw the teacher passing by under their tree, carrying more leaves with 
new lessons written on them. The family squirrel didn’t even wait a 
second. “Thank you!” they told the teacher as loud as they could, and with 
all the gratitude in their squirrel hearts. And the learning went on.
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This book is dedicated to the all the heroic and 
brave people who have been working to help 
the communities during challenging times in 
2020 and always. 
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